1. Introduction {#sec0001}
===============

In this paper a new hybrid fuzzy-fractal approach for COVID-19 time series forecasting is presented. This new approach combines fuzzy logic with fractal theory to achieve the goal of forecasting confirmed cases and deaths for the countries based on their time series. We use the mathematical concept of the fractal dimension [@bib0001] to measure the geometrical complexity of the time series. The algorithms for estimating the fractal dimension calculate a numerical value using as input data a time series for the specific case. This numerical value gives an idea of the complexity of a particular time series. Using the numerical values for the fractal dimensions of different time series, we can build linguistic values for the dimensions and then a set of fuzzy rules that can forecast confirmed cases and death for the countries based on the behavior complexity of a time series [@bib0002]. The fuzzy rules can be obtained by performing fuzzy clustering on the data [@bib0003]. We can then apply the hybrid approach as follows. First, we need to specify the particular set of fuzzy if-then rules for the application using the fractal dimension. Then, we need to implement a method for measuring the fractal dimension (the box counting algorithm is the most popular). Finally, we use the crisp value of the fractal dimension as input to the set of fuzzy rules (along with other input variables) to perform the forecast.

The fuzzy rule base can be defined with the Mamdani inference approach, and the centroid as defuzzification method [@bib0004]. However, it is also possible to use a Sugeno type fuzzy system in which the consequents can be linear functions [@bib0005]. In this case, one possibility is to use a neuro-fuzzy approach for learning the parameters of the fuzzy system using training data of the problem. We can use, for example, the ANFIS neuro-fuzzy approach [@bib0006] to learn from real data the best values for the coefficients of the linear functions and for the membership functions [@bib0007]. We have implemented in this paper the proposed fuzzy-fractal approach for time series forecasting with the Mamdani fuzzy reasoning method.

Recently we have witnessed the quick spread of the COVID-19 around the world, beginning initially in China and then spreading to the neighboring countries in Asia, like Thailand and Korea. Later it spread to other continents, like Europe, America and Africa. In particular, in the case of Europe, Italy, Spain, France and Germany have been hit very hard with the spread of the COVID-19 virus, having many confirmed cases and deaths [@bib0008], [@bib0009], [@bib0010], [@bib0011], [@bib0012], [@bib0013]. In the case of the American continent, United States, Canada and Brazil have also been hit very hard with the spread of COVID-19 [@bib0014], [@bib0015], [@bib0016], [@bib0017]. So it is very crucial that strong research work should be undertaken for understanding all facets of this problem [@bib0018], [@bib0019], [@bib0020]. There are also some very recent works on forecasting and modeling COVID-19 dynamics in space and time [@bib0021], [@bib0022], [@bib0023], [@bib0024], [@bib0025], [@bib0026], [@bib0027], [@bib0028]. In the particular case of this paper, we are focusing on the forecasting facet of the problem, which means grouping countries according to their similarities to be able to perform a better forecast.

The main contribution of the paper is a proposed hybrid fuzzy-fractal approach for forecasting confirmed cases and deaths for the countries based on their corresponding time series. A fuzzy rule based system is proposed to express the knowledge about forecasting time series of countries. In addition, since the data is of COVID-19 around the world, we expect that our contribution will have a great impact and benefit for society.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: [Section 2](#sec0002){ref-type="sec"} reviews the basic concepts of the fractal dimension for the benefit of the readers. [Section 3](#sec0003){ref-type="sec"} describes the basic notions of fuzzy logic for forecasting. [Section 4](#sec0004){ref-type="sec"} outlines the proposed hybrid fuzzy-fractal approach for forecasting combining the fractal dimension and fuzzy logic. [Section 5](#sec0005){ref-type="sec"} describes the simulation results of the proposed approach. Finally, [Section 6](#sec0009){ref-type="sec"} offers the conclusions and outlines possible future work.

2. Basic concepts of the fractal dimension {#sec0002}
==========================================

Recently, considerable progress has been made in understanding the complexity of an object through the application of fractal concepts [@bib0001] and dynamic scaling theory. For example, financial time series show scaled properties suggesting a fractal structure [@bib0029],[@bib0030]. In addition, the fractal dimension has found applications in medicine, robotics and control. The fractal dimension of an object can be defined in the following form:$$d = \lim\limits_{r\rightarrow 0}\left\lbrack {\ln N\left( r \right)} \right\rbrack/\left\lbrack {\ln\left( {1/r} \right)} \right\rbrack$$where N(r) is the number of required boxes to cover an object and r is a measure of the size of the box. The fractal dimension can be estimated by counting the number of boxes needed to cover the boundary of the object for different r sizes and then applying a logarithmic regression to obtain the d value (this is known as box counting algorithm). In [Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"} , we illustrate the box counting algorithm for a hypothetical curve C. Counting the number of boxes for different sizes of r and performing a logarithmic linear regression, we can estimate the box dimension of a geometrical object with the following equation:$$\ln N\left( r \right) = \ln\beta - d\ln r$$where d is the fractal dimension, and we can use a least squares method to estimate this value.Fig. 1Box counting algorithm for an arbitrary curve.Fig. 1

The concept of the fractal dimension provides a way to characterize and classify an object. The main reason for this statement is that the fractal dimension measures in some form the geometrical complexity of the objects. In particular, a time series can be classified based on the numeric value of the fractal dimension. The reasoning behind this fractal classification scheme is that when the boundary is smooth then the fractal dimension of the object will be close to a value of one. On the other hand, when the boundary is rougher the fractal dimension will be closer to a value of two.

3. Basic concepts of fuzzy logic for forecasting {#sec0003}
================================================

We can use a fuzzy rule base as a forecasting scheme, if we are able to make a suitable partition of the input space, in this case of the time series, such that we are able to distinguish different geometrical objects by their characteristics. For simplicity we assume that the geometrical objects are on the plane, which in this case are patterns of a time series. In this situation we can start by using fuzzy clustering techniques [@bib0003],[@bib0031],[@bib0032] to group the data, and then after that construct a fuzzy rule base that will form a forecasting scheme for the specific application.

We assume that we have *n* objects O1, O2, ..., On, and that fuzzy clustering techniques can be applied to obtain n pairs (Xi, Yi) *i* = 1, ..., *n*, which can be assigned to the corresponding centers of the *n* clusters. Then a fuzzy rule base can be easily defined as follows:$$\begin{array}{ccl}
 & & {{\text{If}\mspace{6mu} X\mspace{6mu}\text{is}}x_{1}\mspace{6mu}{\text{and}\mspace{6mu} Y\mspace{6mu}\text{is}}\mspace{6mu} y_{1}\mspace{6mu}{\text{then}\mspace{6mu}\text{Object}\mspace{6mu}\text{is}}O_{1}} \\
 & & {{\text{If}\mspace{6mu} X\mspace{6mu}\text{is}}x_{2}\mspace{6mu}{\text{and}\mspace{6mu} Y\mspace{6mu}\text{is}}y_{2}\mspace{6mu}{\text{then}\mspace{6mu}\text{Object}\mspace{6mu}\text{is}}O_{2}} \\
 & & {{\ldots\quad\quad\quad\quad\ldots\quad\quad\quad\quad\ldots\quad\quad\quad\quad}} \\
 & & {{\text{If}\mspace{6mu} X\mspace{6mu}\text{is}}x_{n}\mspace{6mu}{\text{and}\mspace{6mu} Y\mspace{6mu}\text{is}}y_{n}\mspace{6mu}{\text{then}\mspace{6mu}\text{Object}\mspace{6mu}\text{is}}O_{n}} \\
\end{array}$$

These fuzzy rules can be applied to pattern classification or time series prediction because in both cases the data has similar structure. In cases with higher dimensionality, this approach can be generalized in a straightforward manner. However, the main problem is that the number of rules increases exponentially. For completing the fuzzy system in [(3)](#eqn0003){ref-type="disp-formula"} we need to define the membership functions for linguistic values of the X and Y linguistic variables, and find their appropriate parameter values.

4. Proposed hybrid approach with fractal theory and fuzzy logic {#sec0004}
===============================================================

In this section we deal with the problem of time series analysis and prediction. Let y~1~, y~2~, ..., y~n~ be an arbitrary time series. If the main goal is to predict this time series, we first need to perform data analysis to find the trends and periodicities of the series. Now we can assume that the clustering of the time series produces n objects O~1~, O~2~, ..., O~n~, and a fuzzy rule base can be defined as in [Section 3](#sec0003){ref-type="sec"} of this paper. However, we can now consider the geometrical complexity of the objects O~1~, O~2~, ..., O~n~ as measured by their fractal dimensions, linear is dim~1~ and non-linear dim~2~, with linguistic values x~1~, x~2~, ..., x~n~, and y~1~, y~2~,..., y~n~, respectively. The two versions of the fractal dimension (linear and non-linear differ in the method used to fit the data) produce different numeric values to the dimension and we decided to perform the forecasting with the two versions to improve the accuracy. Then, in a general form, the fuzzy rule base for time series forecasting can be expressed in the following way.$$\begin{array}{ccl}
 & & {{\text{If}\mspace{6mu}\text{dim}}{}_{1}\mspace{6mu}\text{is}\mspace{6mu} x_{1}\mspace{6mu}{\text{and}\mspace{6mu}\text{dim}}{}_{2}\mspace{6mu}\text{is}\mspace{6mu} y_{1}\mspace{6mu}{\text{then}\mspace{6mu}\text{prediction}\mspace{6mu}\text{is}}\mspace{6mu} O_{1}} \\
 & & {{\text{If}\mspace{6mu}\text{dim}}{}_{1}\mspace{6mu}\text{is}\mspace{6mu} x_{2}\mspace{6mu}{\text{and}\mspace{6mu}\text{dim}}{}_{2}\mspace{6mu}\text{is}\mspace{6mu} y_{2}\mspace{6mu}{\text{then}\mspace{6mu}\text{prediction}\text{is}}\mspace{6mu} O_{2}} \\
 & & {\ldots\quad\quad\quad\ldots\quad\quad\quad\ldots\quad\quad\quad\quad} \\
 & & {{\text{If}\mspace{6mu}\text{dim}}{}_{1}\mspace{6mu}\text{is}\mspace{6mu} x_{n}\mspace{6mu}{\text{and}\mspace{6mu}\text{dim}}{}_{2}\mspace{6mu}\text{is}\mspace{6mu} y_{n}\mspace{6mu}{\text{then}\mspace{6mu}\text{prediction}\mspace{6mu}\text{is}}\mspace{6mu} O_{n}} \\
\end{array}$$

In this case, we need to define membership functions for the two versions of the fractal dimension, and for the geometrical objects. The fuzzy rule base of [Eq. (4)](#eqn0004){ref-type="disp-formula"} can be used with Mamdani inference, and centroid defuzzification. For the case of forecasting in the countries based on the COVID-19 data, we did considered two time series of interest: confirmed cases and death cases. The reason is that both time series provide very important information about the problem. So at the end, we constructed a fuzzy system with a structure of four inputs and one output. The four inputs are for the linear fractal dimension of confirmed cases (LFDC), nonlinear fractal dimension of confirmed cases (NLFDC), linear fractal dimension of death cases (LFDD), and nonlinear fractal dimension of death cases (NLFDD). Two linguistic (fuzzy) values are used: low and high, to represent low and high values of the dimensions. The output variable is the Increment on the Forecast of the Country (ΔP) with three linguistic values denoting our view that countries can have an increment of forecast with three degrees of COVID-19 level: High, Medium and Low. The complete method is illustrated in [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"} , where we can note that two input time series are entering the fractal dimension module, which calculates de values of the LFDC, NLFDC, LFDD, and NLFDD dimensions. Then these fractal dimension values are the inputs to the fuzzy system prediction module, where the output is the increment on the prediction ΔP. Finally, this increment is added to the previous value in the Adder Module to obtain the prediction of the next value of the time series, which we denote as P~n+1~.Fig. 2Structure of the proposed method for fuzzy fractal time series forecasting.Fig. 2

The fuzzy rules were defined experimentally based on the historical data and corresponding calculated fractal dimensions. The structure of the hybrid fuzzy fractal model is represented in [Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"} . The fuzzy rules to perform the classification are presented in [Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"} . The output membership functions are illustrated in [Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} , which are one triangular and two trapezoidal functions. We show in [Fig. 6](#fig0006){ref-type="fig"} the membership functions of one of the input linguistic (fuzzy) variables. In this Figure we have two Gaussian membership functions for the values low and high, respectively.Fig. 3Structure of the fuzzy fractal model for forecasting the Countries based on COVID-19 data.Fig. 3Fig. 4Fuzzy rules expressing the forecasting knowledge in the fuzzy model.Fig. 4Fig. 5Output membership functions of the forecasting fuzzy system of the Countries.Fig. 5Fig. 6Input membership functions for the LFDD linguistic variable.Fig. 6

5. Simulation results {#sec0005}
=====================

The proposed method based on fuzzy logic and the fractal dimension was used to express the knowledge of forecasting the times series of countries in the world and combined with the fractal mathematical models that measure the complexity of the time series, according to the number of Coronavirus cases.

The Data base used for the experiments was obtained from the Humanitarian Data Exchange (HDX) [@bib0008], which includes data from the countries where COVID-19 cases have occurred from January 22, 2020 to March 31, 2020. The consulted datasets were the following: time_series_covid19_confirmed_global, time_series_covid19_recovered_global, and time_series_covid19_deaths_global. The data includes the confirmed, recovered and deaths cases for countries, respectively. As an example, in [Fig. 7](#fig0007){ref-type="fig"} we show a plot of the trend in the time series for Belgium, clearly indicating the classes for the Covid-19 Confirmed cases for the 22--01--2020 to 31--03--2020 period of time. In [Fig. 8](#fig0008){ref-type="fig"} we show a similar plot for Italy.Fig. 7Plot of confirmed cases for Belgium.Fig. 7Fig. 8Plot of confirmed cases for Italy.Fig. 8

In [Fig. 9](#fig0009){ref-type="fig"} we show a plot of the trend in the time series for Belgium, clearly indicating the classes for the Covid-19 death cases for the 22--01--2020 to 31--03--2020 period of time. In [Fig. 10](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"} we show a similar plot for China.Fig. 9Plot of death cases for Belgium.Fig. 9Fig. 10Plot of death cases for China.Fig. 10

Based on the time series of the countries from the previous Figures, we calculate the fractal dimension values that are presented in a summarized form in [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"} . We also show the increment produced as the output by the fuzzy system (last row).Table 1Fractal dimensions of countries based on their time series and increment by fuzzy system.Table 1MetricFractal dimension country confirmed casesBelgiumChinaFranceGermanyIranItalySpainTurkeyUKUSLFDC1.18601.22101.19001.20201.19101.19401.18601.20401.20701.2040NLFDC1.74801.72401.74401.61501.72101.72201.77501.60801.6241.5930LFDD1.20801.21201.19001.17801.20401.18901.18101.20201.21201.1870NLFDD1.60401.71901.78801.71001.62301.61401.78901.59601.60101.804INCR0.03630.01300.02420.01630.02170.01820.02800.04880.04350.0460[^1]

5.1. Forecasting results of an initial stage of the pandemic {#sec0006}
------------------------------------------------------------

In the following Figures we show plots of forecasting with the fuzzy fractal approach for several countries. We are forecasting 10 days ahead (04/16/2020 to 04/25/2020) based on data used for designing the fuzzy model (01/22/2020 to 04/152,020). [Fig. 11](#fig0011){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the forecast of confirmed cases for Belgium, where we can appreciate that the forecasted values are very close to the real values. [Fig. 12](#fig0012){ref-type="fig"} shows in a similar way the forecast of confirmed cases for Germany.Fig. 11Forecasting the confirmed cases of Covid-19 in Belgium.Fig. 11Fig. 12Forecasting the confirmed cases of Covid-19 in Germany.Fig. 12

[Fig. 13](#fig0013){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the forecast of the confirmed cases for the United States of America. Finally, we also show in [Fig. 14](#fig0014){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 15](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"} the forecasts of confirmed cases for Spain and Italy, respectively. In all cases, the forecast are close to the real values, which confirms that the fuzzy fractal approach works well in time series prediction.Fig. 13Forecasting the confirmed cases of Covid-19 in United States.Fig. 13Fig. 14Forecasting the confirmed cases of Covid-19 in Spain.Fig. 14Fig. 15Forecasting the confirmed cases of Covid-19 in Italy.Fig. 15

In [Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"} we show the forecasted values for the 10 countries using fuzzy fractal model, which are also shown in [Fig. 16](#fig0016){ref-type="fig"} . The data used for the model are the Confirmed cases of Covid-19 from January 22 of 2020 to April 15 of 2020. The forecasting values of the confirmed cases using the fuzzy fractal approach are for 10 days from April 16 of 2020 to April 25 of 2020.Table 2Summary of forecasted values for 10 days ahead for the countries using the fuzzy fractal approach (April 16 of 2020 to April 25 of 2020).Table 2Forecasting values of confirmed cases using fuzzy fractal approachBelgiumChinaFranceGermanyIranItalySpainTurkeyUKUS34,79184,439137,849136,95778,046168,160182,626.72,778103,811665,65336,05485,537141,196139,19879,740171,221187,74976,329108,328696,30737,36386,649144,624141,47581,470174,337193,01580,054113,041728,37238,71987,775148,136143,79083,238177,510198,43083,961117,960761,91340,12588,916151,733146,14285,044180,741203,99688,058123,092796,99941,58190,072155,417148,53386,890184,030209,71892,356128,448833,70143,09191,243159,190150,96388,775187,380215,60096,863134,037872,09344,65592,429163,055153,43390,702190,790221,648101,589139,869912,25346,27693,631167,014155,94392,670194,262227,865106,547145,954954,26247,95694,848171,070158,49494,681197,798234,257111,747152,305998,206Fig. 16Forecasting Confirmed cases of Covid-19 in 10 countries, 1 Belgium, 2 China, 3 France, 4 Germany, 5 Iran, 6 Italy, 7 Spain, 8 Turkey, 9 United Kingdom, 10 United States (April 16 of 2020 to April 25 of 2020).Fig. 16

In [Fig. 16](#fig0016){ref-type="fig"} we illustrate the forecast for the 10 countries based on the time series data, where we can appreciate the difference in the number of confirmed cases.

Finally, we show in [Fig. 17](#fig0017){ref-type="fig"} a comparison of the forecasting errors for the 10 countries in this work, where we can appreciate that all the errors are relatively low and accuracy on average is of 98%.Fig. 17Forecasting errors in 10 countries, 1 Belgium, 2 China, 3 France, 4 Germany, 5 Iran, 6 Italy, 7 Spain, 8 Turkey, 9 United Kingdom, 10 United States.Fig. 17

5.2. Forecasting results of a more recent stage of the pandemic {#sec0007}
---------------------------------------------------------------

In the following Figures we show plots of forecasting with the fuzzy fractal approach for several countries for a more recent period. We are forecasting 10 days ahead (07/22/2020 to 08/01/2020) based on data used for designing the fuzzy model (01/22/2020 to 04/152,020). [Fig. 18](#fig0018){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the forecast of confirmed cases for Belgium, where we can appreciate that the forecasted values are very close to the real values. [Fig. 19](#fig0019){ref-type="fig"} shows in a similar way the forecast of confirmed cases for France. [Fig. 20](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the forecast of the confirmed cases for Germany. [Fig. 21](#fig0021){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the forecast of the confirmed cases for Italy. Finally, we also show in [Figs. 22](#fig0022){ref-type="fig"} , [Fig. 23](#fig0023){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 24](#fig0024){ref-type="fig"} the forecasts of confirmed cases for Spain, USA and Mexico, respectively. In all cases, the forecast are close to the real values, which confirms that the fuzzy fractal approach works well in time series prediction.Fig. 18Forecasting the confirmed cases of Belgium from 22 Jul to 1 August.Fig. 18Fig. 19Forecasting France confirmed cases from 22 Jul to 1 August.Fig. 19Fig. 20Forecasting Germany confirmed cases from 22 Jul to 1 August.Fig. 20Fig. 21Forecasting Italy confirmed cases from 22 Jul to 1 August.Fig. 21Fig. 22Forecasting Spain confirmed cases from 22 July to 1 August.Fig. 22Fig. 23Forecasting United States from 22 July to 1 August.Fig. 23Fig. 24Forecasting the confirmed cases of Covid-19 in Mexico from 22 July to 1 August.Fig. 24

In [Table 3](#tbl0003){ref-type="table"} we show the forecasted values for the 10 countries using fuzzy fractal model. The data used for the model are the Confirmed cases of Covid-19 from January 22 of 2020 to April 15 of 2020. The forecasting values of the confirmed cases using the fuzzy fractal approach are for 10 days from July 22 of 2020 to August 1 of 2020.Table 3Summary of forecasted values for 10 days ahead for the countries using the fuzzy fractal approach (July 22 of 2020 to August 1 of 2020).Table 3Forecasting values of confirmed cases using fuzzy fractal approach form 22 July to 1 AugustBelgiumFranceGermanyIranItalyMexicoSpainTurkeyUKUS65,049205,386204,877283,061245,321368,418269,652223,324297,6664,024,96865,474206,134205,480284,720245,612374,668271,770224,250298,9614,080,57365,902206,885206,085286,388245,902381,023273,904225,181300,2624,136,94666,332207,638206,692288,066246,193387,486276,055226,115301,5684,194,09866,766208,394207,301289,754246,484394,058278,224227,053302,8814,252,03967,202209,153207,911291,451246,776400,742280,409227,994304,1984,310,78167,641209,915208,524293,159247,068407,540282,611228,940305,5224,370,33568,083210,679209,138294,877247,360414,452284,831229,890306,8514,430,71168,528211,447209,754296,604247,653421,482287,068230,843308,1864,491,92168,976212,217210,371298,342247,946428,631289,322231,801309,5274,553,97769,426212,990210,991300,090248,239435,902291,595232,762310,8744,616,890

Finally, we show in [Fig. 25](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"} a comparison of the forecasting errors for the 10 countries in this work, where we can appreciate that all the errors are relatively low and accuracy on average is of 99%.Fig. 25Forecasting errors in 10 countries: 1) Belgium, 2) France, 3) Germany, 4) Iran, 5) Italy, 6) Mexico, 7) Spain, 8) Turkey, 9) United Kingdom, 10) United States for the period of July 22 to 1 August 2020.Fig. 25

5.3. Forecasting results of the pandemic for a wider window {#sec0008}
-----------------------------------------------------------

In the previous Sections, the forecasts were made for 10 day prediction window, which is very useful for the decision making involved in deciding correcting actions for controlling the pandemic in the short term. However, wider windows for the forecasts can also be beneficial for decision making in the long term. In this section, we explore this issue by showing results of the proposed method in a wider 30 days forecasting window. The forecasting results show that the proposed method is also able to be accurate on this wider window. In [Figs. 26](#fig0026){ref-type="fig"} , [27](#fig0027){ref-type="fig"} , [28](#fig0028){ref-type="fig"} , and [29](#fig0029){ref-type="fig"} we show the forecasts for Belgium, Spain, United States of America (USA) and Mexico for a window of 30 days from July 8 to August 7 of 2020, respectively. In all cases we can appreciate that the forecast is very close to the real data. In particular, for Mexico and USA the forecast and real data almost overlap in some points in time.Fig. 26Forecasting Belgium Covid-19 confirmed cases from 8 July to 7 August 2020.Fig. 26Fig. 27Forecasting Spain Covid-19 confirmed cases from 8 July to 7 August 2020.Fig. 27Fig. 28Forecasting USA Covid-19 confirmed cases from 8 July to 7 August 2020.Fig. 28Fig. 29Forecasting Mexico Covid-19 confirmed cases from 8 July to 7 August 2020.Fig. 29

6. Conclusions {#sec0009}
==============

In this paper a hybrid approach for forecasting confirmed cases and deaths of the countries based on the complexity of their COVID-19 time series was presented. The hybrid approach combines the advantages of fractal theory and fuzzy logic, which are their abilities to measure complexity and manage uncertainty, respectively. The concept of the fractal dimension was used to measure the complexity of the dynamics in the existing time series of the countries in the world. Fuzzy Logic was used to represent the uncertainty in the forecasting process. The hybrid approach consisted on a fuzzy model, constructed with fuzzy rules, that uses as input values the fractal dimensions and produces as outputs the forecasts of the countries based on the COVID-19 confirmed and deaths cases. The main contribution of this work is the proposed hybrid intelligent approach combining the concept of the fractal dimension and a fuzzy logic system for achieving an efficient and accurate forecasting of COVID-19 time series. Publicly available data sets of 10 countries in the world have been used to build the fuzzy model with time series of a fixed period. Then the fuzzy fractal model was tested by forecasting other times series in window periods of 10 days, with the goal of verifying the effectiveness of the proposed approach. In addition, the approach was also tested with forecasting in a window of 30 days with good results. We envision as future work applying the proposed approach on other similar problems [@bib0033], [@bib0034], [@bib0035], as well as extending the use of fuzzy logic to type-2 and consider granular computing [@bib0036], [@bib0037], [@bib0038], [@bib0039], [@bib0040], which we expect will achieve a better representation of the uncertainty in the forecasting process.
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[^1]: LFDC = box counting linear logarithmic fractal dimension confirmed cases, NLFDC = box counting Nonlinear logarithmic fractal dimension confirmed cases, LFDD = box counting linear logarithmic fractal dimension death cases, NLFDD = box counting Nonlinear logarithmic fractal dimension death cases, INCR = increment.
